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Programs that Model ThemselvesIain D. CraigDepartment of Computer ScienceUniversity of WarwickCoventry CV4 7ALUK EUemail: idc@dcs.warwick.ac.uk1997, I. D. Craig, all rights reservedJanuary 25, 1998AbstractWork on reection has frequently concentrated on programming lan-guages and operating systems. This work either involves the use of towerreection or meta-object protocols. The subject of this paper is a di�erentform of reection that is, we believe, more powerful and fundamental thanthe other kinds. Self modelling is a process that has not received attentionin the literature; indeed, we believe that we are the �rst to study the topicin a systematic fashion. We will explain the concept of a self-modellingprogram and describe some example programs that construct and manip-ulate models of themselves. The programs that we consider are: a learningprogram, a conceptual modelling system and a production rule interpreter.We also consider the bene�ts that are to be gained from engaging in selfmodelling and we show how the programs that we have described bene�tfrom the additional work required of them. We indicate how additionalpower can be derived by engaging in self modelling.1 INTRODUCTIONWork on computational reection has concentrated on three central issues:� Tower reection in programming languages [?, 24, 25];� Meta-Object Protocols (MOPS) [17];� Open implementations [5].Tower reection is, historically, the oldest form and was introduced inSmith's 3-LISP [24]. In tower reection, when a problem is encountered atsome level, structures are rei�ed by the level immediately above and processingcontinues at that level until the problem is resolved. In programming languageterms, the problem is typically a matter of performing some operation thatrequires access to some of the language processor's internal structures (e.g.,1



environment or continuation). There has been work on reection involving re-ective towers as well as varieties that do not (or do not explicitly) use towers(for example, see the work on Brown [25]). Research in tower reection con-centrates, almost invariably, on languages. The SOAR cognitive architectureengages in a similar form of reection [23].Meta-Object Protocols (MOP) were introduced in order to allow users toextend the language they are using. Initially, MOPs were introduced for theCommon Lisp object system, CLOS [6], in order to allow users to extend therange and behaviour of classes in a way reminiscent of LOOPS [2]; it alsoallows users to implement di�erent kinds of slots of di�erent search methodsto be performed when engaging in multiple inheritance. In order to do this,access had to be granted to aspects of the CLOS implementation. For example,users can directly call the routine which initialises an object's slot; they canalso directly access the arguments of a generic function. Users can also overridemany CLOS mechanisms by means of the introduction of subclasses of CLOSclasses, and by changing the meta-class of a given class. A detailed descriptionof the MOP method can be found in [17].MOPs have been introduced for a number of object-oriented programminglanguages, including Te�o�, the object-oriented component of Eulisp [21].The concept of an Open Implementation arose from the work on MOPS.The method for producing MOPs requires constrained access to the internals ofthe language's processor. In a sense, this makes the underlying implementationopen to manipulation by user programs. A new variety of compiler has beendeveloped experimentally at Xerox PARC, and an open variant on C++ hasappeared [5]. C++, unlike Lisp, is a compiled language, and the compilermakes the parse tree produced by C++ available to users so that they canmanipulate the call and other structures of programs. Meta-classes are de�nedwhich introduce new functions by means of this manipulation.Open implementation was independently used by the author (who termed itthe `tool kit approach') in a series of experiments, beginning in 1983, in whicha number of production rule interpreters was developed, each with increas-ingly powerful reective capabilities. The sequence ended with the ELEKTRAinterpreter [7, 11, 12]. The open implementation technique allows rules to ac-cess every signi�cant structure in the underlying interpreter. This allows rulesto a�ect the behaviour of the interpreter in various ways. ELEKTRA is thesubject of a later section of this paper because, although it employs open im-plementation in its construction, it also displays other characteristics which areparticular to a new kind of program.As noted at the outset, the three techniques just discussed dominate researchinto reective programs. Much of the work reported in the 1996 US workshopon reection falls into these three categories. In a sense, research into reectiveprograms should be re-termed research into reective programming. There isan alternative to the above three approaches that has been less studied, eventhough it has a longer history. The alternative is self-modelling, an approachinvestigated by Lenat [18, 19], Bakker [1] and Braspenning [3] and by the authorin both published and unpublished work [8, 9, 11, 12].2



The purpose of this paper is to outline the approach of building programsthat model themselves and to indicate where it might be of bene�t. The ap-proach, at �rst sight, appears impossible because a self-modelling program mustnecessarily be larger than itself and must contain components that are respon-sible for modelling the model (because the model is part of the program andmust be modelled).As will be seen, this is far from the truth. We will conclude by presentingfour examples in varying detail: the general approach adopted by Lenat in hisEURISKO [18, 19], Bakker [1] and Braspening [3] in their INCA, our ELEKTRA[11, 12]. In addition, we will present an extra case study in which we examinehow a hypertext program can be given a model of itself and how such a programwould bene�t from this augmentation.Acknowledgements A paper on \Programs that Model Themselves" hasbeen my intention since 1990. During the intervening period, concepts havebecome considerably clearer, and the paper on agents [10], helped in this clar-i�cation process. The current paper has been written as a direct result of twovisits to Maastricht, during which Peter Braspenning and I discussed reectionin great detail. I am more than pleased to acknowledge Peter's inuence on thispaper. I would also like to thank my wife Margaret for her constant supportduring dark days and her insistence that one should not be swayed by fashion,particularly in intellectual matters where only the highest standards should betolerated.This paper is dedicated to my father on the occasion of his sixty-�fth birth-day.2 WHAT ARE SELF MODELS AND HOW ARETHEY POSSIBLE?The concept of a `self' model might seem a little implausible at �rst sight.Certainly, people are able to construct models of themselves (we have discussedthis in [10] at some length), but such models are not particularly detailed,and are, in some sense, di�erent from the subject matter. Here, we have astructure which is supposed to contain a description of itself. Since the modelis in the structure, it, too, must be modelled. The model of the model must bemodelled, and so on, ad in�nitum. This appears to be a completely reasonableline of reasoning. It is, however, incorrect; it is quite possible, although ratherdi�cult, to construct programs that model themselves; indeed, we have alreadyconstructed some, as have others (e.g., Lenat [18, 19], Braspenning [3] andBakker [1]). We will describe some programs that contain self models in thenext section.In this section, we will explain what we mean by a self model and we willoutline one method by which they can be realised. We must emphasise that, atthis stage, we do not have any single, guaranteed method for constructing selfmodels, nor do we know how the process might be completely automated.3



By a self model, we mean a structure which contains a description in mutableand inspectable form of the system or program which contains that structure asa proper component. The self model describes the structure of its program andit also describes its content. Every signi�cant component of the containing pro-gram is described in the self model. (Unfortunately, the adjective `signi�cant'must remain an uninterpreted term for the time being, for we have no real han-dle on how to determine what is signi�cant and what is not; we must rely uponintuition to guide us in determining which components are truly signi�cant.)We need to distinguish between a static and a dynamic model. The rea-son being that static models describe the structure and function of programs,while dynamic models describe what happens at runtime. As will be seen, inELEKTRA, we have a static model that describes the contents of the rulesin the program, and we have a dynamic model that is constructed in workingmemory as the program runs. The dynamic model might record decisions thathave been made and rules that have been �red; usually, the dynamic modelis maintained as the assertions that have been added by the action of rules.The static model allows the system to reason about how it is organised, whatit contains (in terms of data and data types), and what it is intended to do.The dynamic model records how the system is doing this job. Both can be thesubject or processing (reasoning).It is possible to extend the scope of both types of model. The static modelmight, for example, contain information about the expected outputs of com-ponents; this can be used in fault detection and diagnosis (but note that westrongly believe that diagnosis can only be performed when a program has beendesigned for it|it is not something, we believe, that can simply be added at awhim). It might also be possible to include something about the `purpose' anddesign of each component; this could form the basis for the on-line synthesisof new components that can replace faulty ones, or even new components thatare more liberal in their inputs than components that are already included.This might be of use, for example, if we wanted a program to accept a di�erentinput type from the one it already handles|this is an important and pressingproblem in software construction and the source of many unwarranted errors;this is a kind of problem that appears often during system extension and main-tenance, and is the cause of much more trouble than it should. The synthesisof new components is a goal rather than a reality at present, unfortunately, buta goal worth striving for, we believe.We must also discuss the roles of dynamic and static self models because,not only do they di�er in their content, they can di�er in their role; it shouldbe noted that our view of self-modelling programs is a little unusual. This canbe seen from the fact that we believe that a dynamically assembled model ofa self-modelling program can be used by the program when it is not engagedin useful work; our view of a self-modelling program is more akin to a complexsystem or to a form of organism that is required only occasionally to do work,but which can have an existence in addition to this and when it is not engagedin work. Making use of previously created dynamic models is one such o�-lineuse; however, bene�ting from dynamic models can also occur when the programis at work and can be implemented in various ways4



Now that we have seen that self modelling is possible, we can ask about thebene�ts that we can expect from self-modelling programs. This is an importantquestion for, it would seem, the e�ort involved in constructing a program ofthis kind is only worthwhile if one can derive considerable bene�t in return.We believe quite strongly that self modelling gives us a way of improving thequality of programs and of improving their reliability.Although it is entirely possible that other bene�ts will be accrued, the fol-lowing can immediately be discerned.� Better user help and interfaces.� Error detection and self repair.� Self extension.� Tolerance to unexpected or new data types.� Continued operation in novel surroundings.� Learning.� Self-awareness.We will briey consider these examples in order. It should be noted thatsome of these properties are somewhat more speculative than others.Below, we will see an example of a self-modelling hypertext program. This(hypothetical) program makes use of its self models to present informationdynamically to the user. The program responds to the user's requests for nav-igation and the user's queries as to page content, relatedness, and so on. Thishypertext system is intended to be more exible than current versions and alsoto provide more context-speci�c help than is currently possible. The reasonswhy this can be done are rooted in the descriptions of the system which thesystem has access to. This is, in general, an extremely important point: thesystem has access to descriptions of itself. Clearly, the system's response willonly be as good as its self descriptions and the quality of the processes thatoperate on it. In order to make better interfaces, the interface needs to haveaccess to information about the user and about the functioning of the underly-ing system; it needs to know what is possible within the system and what is notpermitted; when the functionality of the system changes, because of upgrade ormaintenance, the interface must also change and self descriptions are of clearuse here, too.By modelling the functioning within the system of its own components, userhelp can be improved. Again, this depends upon the existence of a self modelthat is explicitly available to the system. Help can be provided by answering theuser's questions and by executing some of the system's functions in a modellingmode. The latter has always been di�cult because of the e�ects of the actionon the system and because of the need for live data; in a self-modelling system,the model is a description of the system which is connected to it, but whichcan be run in a separate space; because the data is also modelled, it becomeseasier to access it in this `what if?' mode.5



The existence, within a system, of a model of itself is also important whenerrors occur. The correct functioning of the system is what is described by itsstatic self models. When something goes wrong, the model will be at variancewith what is the case; this discrepancy allows the cause of the error, at leastin principle, to be determined. The repair part of this process is, of course,somewhat more complex, for it implies the synthesis of program code at runtime.To know the cause of an error is di�erent from knowing how to make a repairand from knowing the exact nature of the repair to make. However, a self modelcan be adjusted in such a way that the error does not occur; depending uponthe nature of the model, the construction of program code can be a more or lesscomplex task. The existence of self models is again seen to be of considerablebene�t here.If a system can repair itself by constructing new code, it can also, at leastin principle, extend itself according to new requirements imposed upon it. Asself extension proceeds, the self models the system maintains of itself mustbe updated. Again, a possible mechanism upon which self extension mightbe based depends upon self models. What might happen is that the modelsare updated to reect the extension and code is generated from them. Thisapproach depends upon the intervention of a programmer or modelling agentwho updates the model. In a more futuristic scenario, self extension mightresult from the system's noticing that a particular function is required but notpresent. The system might then gather information about the nature of thefunction and then model it.We should note at this point that there is, of course, a di�erence between amodel and an implementation. Models are, by their very nature, more abstractthan what they model. Moreover, there need be no connection between theform of the model and the form of the thing that is being modelled (di�eren-tial equations are quite unlike uid ow; chemical formulae do not resemblemolecules). The connection between the model and the modelled is a complexone, and the choice of form and content crucially impacts upon the utility ofthe model. It is the case, too, that di�erent models serve di�erent purposesmore or less adequately; there is no such thing as a model that is universallyuseful.Programs often break because someone has tried to extend them using typesthat are di�erent from those expected when the program was originally built.When messages of the wrong type are sent to modules of a distributed program,errors will occur. Similarly, if the circumstances within which a program op-erates alter, failure can occur. Self modelling can assist in both of these casesbecause it makes the expectations built into the program explicit. In the case ofa new data or message type, the structure of the new type can be inspected andrelationships between it and existing components can be discovered. This mightlead to a half-way position in which information can be extracted from the newtype. Completely integrating the new type into the program will require theintervention of a programmer or modeller because information not available tothe model must be provided. However, if the models can be updated, and ifcode can be produced from the model, updates are rendered more tractable.Learning is an area in which we have hard data. The EURISKO program6



was designed as a learning program. It achieved fame for some of the thingsit discovered. The real nature of EURISKO was to learn new heuristics, notto discover dramatic concepts; that it achieved fame shows the strength ofthe approach. EURISKO, as will be seen, contained models of itself. Lenat(personal communication, 1982) claimed that any program that is really tolearn must contain a model of itself. The role of self models in learning is nowestablished.Finally, we reach the issue of self awareness. A self-aware program would beable to monitor its environment, detecting and responding to changes; it wouldalso be able to monitor itself, making optimisations where appropriate andincorporating new functions as needed. Self awareness is possibly a pre-requisitefor consciousness, but its manifestation in a program remains a conceptualexercise.3 EXAMPLE SELF-MODELLING PROGRAMSIn this section, we will describe some example programs that model themselves.That such programs have existed for the better part of the last twenty yearsmight come as a surprise to many; it might be a surprise to realise that mostrelational database systems engage in a little self-modelling via their systemcatalogues (unfortunately, the catalogue is highly restricted in content and isnot used to the full). The examples that we will describe here are:� EURISKO;� INCA, and� ELEKTRA.In addition, we will consider the case of a hypertext system and how itcan be made to model itself. We will also consider the bene�ts of making thisstep, both for users and for the system itself. In each of the cases, we willexplain (where appropriate) what self-modelling adds to the program and howit improves the functioning of the program.3.1 EURISKOIn EURISKO, a slot and �ller representation is employed. The principal dis-tinction is between units and slots; there is a single name space in which allobjects are stored. In both systems, slots are represented by units (an approachthat dates back to some of the earliest frame-based systems).However, in these systems, the amount of information associated with slotsis considerably greater than in other systems. A unit describing a slot containsor inherits information about what constitutes an acceptable �ller, where theslot may legally appear (in terms of which classes of unit it makes sense for), thede�nition of the concept represented by the slot, a predicate to test whether the�ller of a slot is of the correct type, and so on. The slot is de�ned in terms ofa concept and how it is de�ned and tested. In addition, a slot is equipped with7



slots that de�ne how to put values into units, how to add values to complexslots, and how to extract values from units. This cluster of operations allowsthe de�nition of complex slots that are composed of many sub-slots.An important class of slot is that which deals with inheritance. The standardinheritance slots are de�ned, as are the operations that support the inheritanceof values. This makes inheritance explicit, and it also allows users to de�nenew inheritance modes if they so wish. For example, an inheritance modewhich skips every second generation can be de�ned with relative ease, andthen installed into the units of a system. In an identical fashion, it is easyto introduce multiple inheritance in di�erent forms by the de�nition of slotsand inheritance functions; it is straightforward to have CLOS [17] inheritance,LOOPS [2] inheritance as well as FLAVORS [4] inheritance all in the sameprogram.The slots of EURISKO are complete concepts in their own right. The unitsthat are composed of slots are also treated in a similar fashion. As noted above,there is only a single name space, so naming conicts can occur between slotsand units. It is impossible, without resorting to complex name manipulation,to de�ne meta units with the same names as the units they describe (Lenat hasargued in a number of places that the distinction between a unit and meta unitis meaningless, and therefore such di�culties should not arise).In EURISKO, everything is represented by means of units and their com-ponent slots. EURISKO operated on a hierarchical agenda of tasks, each ofwhich was implemented as a unit (strictly, an instance of a unit class, but thisis never made clear). Task units speci�ed the task that was to be performed(speci�ed the goal, in other words), and also contained information required toorder the agenda as a function of the importance of the task. Each task requireda collection of slots for its implementation, and they are all to be found in theunit space.In a similar fashion, the rules that EURISKO used to implement tasks andto perform other forms of reasoning were implemented as units. EURISKOpermitted many kinds of rules to be present in the system at any time. Thesimplest rule consisted of a condition predicate and an action procedure. Thisscheme can be augmented by the addition of predicates that perform tests thatare of greater or lesser complexity and of greater or lesser computational cost; byintroducing di�erent kinds of predicate, it is possible to make rules of increasingor decreasing particularity|rules that are satis�ed in fewer or more situations.Moreover, the processes of generalisation and specialisation are made easier bythe alteration of predicates and actions; a mechanism that depends, basically,upon substitution of the rule's predicate by predicates that occur at higher orlower positions in the inheritance hierarchy for rule predicates (the locationdepending upon the concepts with which they deal).In order to execute the various rule types, di�erent rule interpreters arede�ned. A rule interpreter consists of a unit that selects and executes thevarious slots in a rule. One simple way to construct a new rule interpreter is totake an existing one and add a slot that interprets a slot newly added to therule. Other ways are also possible, particularly those dealing with specialisationand generalisation. 8



The basic operation of EURISKO depends upon the execution of rules. Ev-ery rule is represented by a unit, as we have seen, and every rule containsinformation about its utility (this is an aspect of the meta-information deniedindependent representation by Lenat). Every time a rule is considered for ex-ecution, its meta information is updated by a basic interpreter; when rules fallbelow the norm for their class, they are subjected to modi�cation processes ofvarious kinds.An interesting property of EURISCO's interpreters is that they can be con-structed, more or less, on demand and to �t the needs of the problem. In fact,matters were probably less dramatic and interpreters were formed as a resultof learning that new kinds of rule were required. This can be performed in arelatively simple way by having tasks that notice when new rules are createdwith additional slots. The slots are active concepts (as opposed to passive con-cepts like numbers or sets) and have little interpretative methods associatedwith them; the construction of a rule interpreter consists of the modi�cationof an existing one so that the newly added slot is evaluated in the appropriateplace. The clever part is spotting that the slot has been added.The representation of objects in EURISKO in terms of slots makes modi�ca-tion relatively easy. It is necessary either to replace the information associatedwith a slot and make appropriate changes to every appearance (instance) ofthat slot in the units of the system, or to de�ne a sub-class (sub-unit, but inter-preted in terms of inheritance) of the slot and make appropriate changes. Bothof these operations involve little more than an edit and an iteration. Smallchanges can have large e�ects in a system such as this.The self-modelling aspects of EURISKO are relatively easy to see, yet whoseimplications are relatively hard to determine. Each unit is a collection of slots,and each slot is a complete unit. Associated with each slot is a considerableamount of descriptive information, as we have seen. The collection of slotsthat comprise a unit provide basic information about that unit; this principleapplies to every unit in the system. In addition, each unit can have descriptiveinformation associated with it, as we have seen in the case of rules. Here, thenumber of times a rule has been matched, the number of times it was found tofail, the number of times it was found to be appropriate and the number of timesthat it was chosen, all contribute to a rough estimations of the rule's worth orappropriateness. Whenever a rule is selected either for testing or execution, thesuper-ordinate concept, the rule concept, is updated, so totals are available. (Itwould be necessary to try to represent more information about the system stateat the time of matching, consideration or execution before an arguably bettermetric could be provided.) Whenever a change is made to part of the system,that change is reected in various ways on the rest. For example, the followingcases are clear:� When a new unit is de�ned, its existence is recorded in a slot of a verygeneral unit (the AllExamples slot of the unit Concept);� When a new slot is de�ned, it is added to the AllExamples slot of the Slotunit. 9



� When a slot is added to a unit, a new unit should be created, thus spe-cialising the old one. Both parent and o�spring units remain in memory.� When a slot is removed from a unit, its relationship to its parent(s) andsiblings should be reviewed.� When a new slot is de�ned, all instances of its parent should be examinedto see whether the new slot is more appropriate,� etc.Note that active objects (functions) can also be de�ned and added, so thebehaviour of the system is altered by operations similar to those in the abovelist. In EURISKO, provision was made for units to contain mechanisms forthe modi�cation of Lisp code, so new functions could be constructed on they. In order to do this, a type system had to be de�ned. The simple syntax ofLisp (which is interesting because the concrete syntax is the abstract syntax)greatly assists this, although it should be possible in languages with more com-plex syntax provided the interpreter and compiler are available to be called atruntime.There is an extremely close connection between self-model and programfunctioning in EURISKO. One reason for this is that EURISKO was a learning(actually, a discovery) program (Lenat, personal communication, has arguedthat learning programs cannot be constructed without self models). Anotherreason is that the representation chosen by Lenat closely couples descriptionand program.4 INCAINCA [1, 3] is an object-oriented tool intended for the modelling of a variety ofsystems. INCA has a strong basis in Arti�cial Intelligence, a property sharedby most of the examples in this paper. INCA is, in its structure, similar to EU-RISKO's representation, in that it is object-oriented; however, it is considerablymore principled in its approach.The core of INCA is its ontology [1]. Unlike other object-oriented proposals,INCA takes the concept of ontology seriously and uses it to classify the principalconcepts in the INCA system. The major distinctions are between sorts andobjects (called primaries). Objects and sorts can both be instantiated; theinstantiation of a sort is an object, while the instantiation of an object is aninstance. INCA also permits meta-sorts and objects as concepts with equalstatus; indeed, it requires the description of objects in terms of meta structuresof various forms. INCA goes considerably further, however, in characterising allof its concepts in terms of name spaces that contain inheritance graphs. Thisallows for the classi�cation of all objects in a principled way, and in a namespace that is appropriate. Sorts, therefore, are collected within their own namespace, as are meta-sorts.The use of inheritance as a classi�catory mechanism is of considerable sub-tlety. It is necessary to de�ne sorts as objects, and this is done by making the10



object concept the root of an inheritance graph with sort as one of its childobjects. This e�ectively classi�es instances of sort as objects in their own right,and it does so in an explicit fashion. In a similar fashion, objects that possessattributes (which are further classi�ed, see below), are collected in a name spacethat holds objects with descriptions. Inheritance is also rei�ed as an object andis collected in an inheritance graph that relates it to object (inheritance is animmediate descendent of object).These and other similar connections make INCA a subject matter in its ownright, and a subject matter for itself. This clearly justi�es the emphasis on thesystem's ontology.Unlike other systems of this kind, INCA treats slots and attributes ratherdi�erently. Indeed, it divides slots into a number of kinds, each of which isdescribed by objects in their own name spaces. Slots are strongly typed andare divided into a number of kinds:� Properties� Attribues� Links, and� RelationsEach of the above kinds is distinct from the others. In particular, relationsand links are introduced in order to represent what one might term essentialand contingent connections between objects. By this, we mean that relationsare intended to denote connections that are of some signi�cance, perhaps in thede�nition of the object, while links represent connections that just happen tobe made.Inheritance can be applied to any slot kind. However, INCA restricts inheri-tance to single inheritance. This is for a number of reasons, the most importantof which is that it is hard, ontologically speaking, to give multiple inheritancea convincing interpretation. Instead, INCA allows users to view objects in dif-ferent ways by providing perspectives. By allowing an object to have multipleperspectives (implemented in terms of membership of more than one inheri-tance graph), the bene�ts of multiple inheritance can be had for less cost. Theparticipation of an object in multiple inheritance graphs is an example of theneed for an object to be named in more than one way (see below).In [1], Bakker de�nes a number of di�erent inheritance mechanisms, each ofwhich can be applied to any object. These di�erent forms of inheritance concernthe kinds of information that can be derived from a super class. Inheritancetakes place within a name space. Name spaces are a mechanism of considerableimportance to INCA; they also have a slightly strange behaviour. Every objectresides in a name space; objects can be named in di�erent ways, but each namerefers to a unique object. When an object is created, it is assigned a system-de�ned name; users may provide their own names for objects, but this kinds ofname is not required by INCA. A distinction is made between the empty object(or null object) and the error object. The empty object is uniquely de�nedfor each name space and denotes the object about which nothing whatsoever is11



known; when describing slots, the empty object refers to the slot about whichwe have no information. The error object, which is, again, unique in each namespace, denotes an object whose use immediately causes an error. When a namespace is created, it is immediately equipped with the empty and error objects;all name spaces are inhabited.Name spaces are used to separate inheritance graphs. In other words, eachname space contains a collection of related objects and these objects do notinterfere with any others. References between name spaces are essential for thefunctioning of the system. As noted above, di�erent names can be associatedwith the same object, so di�erent relationships exist between name spaces. Dif-ferent names arise because of the naming convention adopted for INCA objects.It is based upon the path from the root of the inheritance graph in which the ob-ject is de�ned to the object. Thus, an object which inherits from the classes pc,personal-computer, digital-device, electronic-device, physical-object,sort, will have the name:sort.physical-object.electronic-device.digital-device.personal-computer.pcThe name reects the path from the object to the root of its inheritancegraph. Because an object can be viewed in many ways, the names with which itis associated can vary. For example, all sorts are instances of the meta sort, sort.Thus, any sort also has a name that reects this fact. Similarly, individual sortsare primaries in their own right because they can be instantiated, and they havea name that reects this property, too. The way in which an object is vieweddetermines the way in which references to it are made. The name space inwhich one is currently operating determines (in part) how one views an object,both in the current name space and in related ones.Not all name spaces contain objects with attributes, however; this is animportant distinction. Attributes belong to objects that are speci�cally de�nedto have them. Attribute sets are objects in their own right (another aspect ofself-description) and are described within the INCA ontology. The particularstructures that are used in the implementation of attribute sets are outsideof the system (in a default name space that holds implementation-dependentobjects which are not named inside INCA). The structure of each kind of at-tribute (slot) is described by an object in a name space that de�nes part of thedescription (so a slot can be an object and an object component, as well as asort).INCA contains its own description, as does EURISKO. However, the INCAself description is much more conceptual in orientation and much more devel-oped. The INCA self description is of greater subtlety than that employed in theother systems. The principles for self description in INCA are related to those inLenat's systems, but is much more re�ned. In particular, the principle of rei�-cation is consistently applied, as is the principle of separating implementationfrom organisation and semantics. In Lenat's systems, there is a considerableamount of what might be described as implementation detail, while in INCA,the emphasis is on correct placement in inheritance hierarchies; for INCA, thelocation of an object in space and in an inheritance graph within a space is theobject's de�ning characteristic. 12



Furthermore, the perspective from which INCA structures are considered isdi�erent from that in Lenat's systems. The INCA perspective is that of de�ningan object and relating it to others, while Lenat emphasises the programmingaspects of each object (how to check �llers, how to perform inheritance, etc.)4.1 ELEKTRAELEKTRA is a production rule interpreter that has undergone a number ofimplementations. Initially written in 1983 in Prolog, it has been subsequentlyre-implemented in Scheme and Lisp, and a version in Java is under construction.The de�nitive description of the Lisp implementations ELEKTRA is to be foundin [11, 12]; a formal speci�cation in Z is to be found in [7].ELEKTRA is outwardly a relatively conventional forward-chaining produc-tion rule interpreter and can be used as exactly that. The true power of thesystem derives from the fact that it supports a rich variety of behaviours, inparticular behaviours implemented in terms of meta rules. The meta rules inELEKTRA massively extend those proposed by Davis [14] and, we believe, thissystem represents the most powerful and systematic application of meta rulesto date. The ELEKTRA system allows condition elements to be composed ofexecutable code which can bind variables as a by product of operating on data.The system extends the range of objects available to rules for matching andoperation and it also contains a pre-processor for handling rules. The formerproperty is used in conjunction with an open implementation (which the pro-gram has had since 1983 when we referred to the property as `implementationin terms of a tool kit'); open implementation allows rules to access parts of therule interpreter that normally remain hidden from use.The reason why an open implementation was adopted from the start wasthat we wanted to allow meta rules to operate in the system and part of therole we saw for meta rules was that of interpreting other rules. In order to dothis, we initially permitted rules to have access to the condition-matching andaction-executing components of the underlying interpreter; fairly soon, we sawthat it was necessary to permit access to the conict set and to the rule instancesthat it contained. We also augmented the matching and execution repertoire,allowing single conditions to be matched and single actions to be executedin various contexts, including those derived from currently instantiated rules.These features allowed us to write meta rules that could interpret object rules,and also to test conditions from rules in order to determine whether a rule waslikely to be of relevance to the current partial solution.From the very start of the work on ELEKTRA, our goal was to constructa system that could execute rules that would act as rule interpreters; that thiswas possible was guaranteed by the fact that forward-chaining production rulesare just a variation on Post systems, and are, universal computing machines iscomputable by Turing Machine can be computed by a Post system, so any suchfunction can also be computed by a forward-chaining production rule system.We were able to show, and have documented in [12], how rules can be usedto implement a forward-chaining rule interpreter (this requires two rules). Inthat same paper, we also showed how to implement a backchaining interpreter13



as a set of forward rules; the backchaining interpreter as published is a littlerestricted because there are details of syntax that we did not care to handle inthe paper. The paper also shows how a number of so-called `content-directed'reasoning systems which motivated Davis [13, 14] to introduce meta rules inthe �rst place. To enable the swift operation of these various interpretationalstrategies, the pre-processor is of central importance.The pre-processor is used to convert rules into assertions. Initially, the rea-son for this was that the �rst version of ELEKTRA actually destructured rulesin production memory when it needed to reason about content. This turnedout to be an expensive operation which restricted the system's extensibility(if, for example, rules were to include an additional condition, say an unlesspart, the routines which accessed rule structure would need to be rewritten).Furthermore, access to rule components required the rule to be retrieved fromproduction memory and the component accessed; this took a considerable time.It was decided that, apart from allowing direct read/write access to productionmemory, rules in the later versions of ELEKTRA should be converted into aform which allowed them to be matched in exactly the same way that workingmemory elements are. This would increase the time required to access com-ponents while maintaining the ability of rules to access other rules as intactstructures.It is the pre-processor's task to take rules and to generate working memoryelements from them. The working memory elements that are produced describethe rule in various ways. The length of the condition part is recorded in termsof the number of elements it contains, as is the length of the action part. Foreach condition element, its predicate is recorded as being used or mentioned(depending whether it appears in a condition element or in an action) by theparticular rule; constant and function symbols|the representation is that ofatomic formul�with Skolem functions|are treated similarly. Actions are alsosubjected to the same analysis; it is possible to query working memory, forexample, to �nd the names of all those rules that execute the working memoryaddition action. The order in which various elements appear is also recorded sothat the following queries, for example, can be answered by working memory:� What is the nth element of rule x's condition part?� What is the nth element of rule x's action part?� Does constant c appear in the kth argument position of relation r in anyrule?� Which rules mention relation r?Additional operators allow the computation of such things as set cardinality,unions, intersections and di�erences; operations on lists and bags are similarlyprovided. Set, bag and list operations are polymorphic and can be applied tovarious things, for example variable binding sets (they are rei�ed and madeavailable to rules) and the conict set.The pre-processor is applied to every rule as it is added to the system (itneed only be done once and the resulting assertions can be stored in a �le for14



later use); thus, meta rules are also subjected to the analysis. The availabilityof information about all rules in the system allows us to write rules that exactlydescribe the functioning of the forward-chaining interpreter itself (this is themain result in) [12]), so we can have a rule system that interprets itself, a resultwe �nd to be of some considerable signi�cance. (The two rules described in [12]are capable of interpreting the other rules in the system and themselves; theytake turns in interpreting themselves and the other rules.)The working memory elements output by the pre-processor describe thestructure and content of each rule; quite clearly, we have a form of self model inthis collection of working memory elements. This is a static description of theorganisation of the primary components of a rule. Rules are divided into metalevels by means of an integer-valued tag, a fact which allows other rules to takethe level of metaness into account when performing various operations. Thedescription of the rules in a program allows considerable amounts of reasoningabout what the program contains; for a more dynamic account, the fact thatthe system contains meta rules must be employed.The ELEKTRA system is, as was noted above, intended to be used withmeta rules. The meta rules are to be used in a number of ways, for example:� Implementing control structures;� Interpreting rules;� Generating inheritance hierarchies;� De�ning terms.Of course, meta rules have full access to working memory; they become can-didates for �ring because of the presence or absence of particular (equivalenceclasses of) elements in working memory (this is true even when they are inter-preted by other rules). Meta rules have access to conict sets and other controlstructures, either those provided by default by the ELEKTRA interpreter im-plementation or by the structures de�ned for use by control rules. By means ofthe addition and deletion of working memory elements, rules (meta rules) cankeep track of what is happening in the system as it runs. In other words, byappropriately recording in working memory descriptions of what is being done.In the Blackboard Control Architecture [15], control decisions are in princi-ple recorded on the architecture's control blackboard. The quali�cation `in prin-ciple' is employed because, for real applications, the amount of store requiredis excessive and system performance degrades as a consequence; it should notbe impossible to construct a mechanism for such recording which does not havesuch a negative impact. In the ELEKTRA case, decisions can be representedby much smaller objects than required by blackboard systems, so the demandsimposed by such recording is lower.Whatever the mechanism, it is possible to record decisions in working mem-ory. These decisions relate to rules and to variable bindings, as well as to thecontext within which they were made. For example, a simple alteration to thebasic matching routines allows them to record the working memory elementsthat have been matched (it is also possible to assign each working memory15



element a unique identi�er so that they can be referenced in subsequent pro-cessing). Such additions make possible the recording of more of the contextwithin which a rule was matched and within which the decision to �re it wasmade.The fact that a working memory has been removed requires an additionalrecording by means of an addition to working memory, but this can be per-formed with relative ease (it requires another trivial modi�cation to the systemto make working memory elements completely available to rules|at present,only the assertion that they contain is accessible). By this means, all the infor-mation that is required to characterise a control decision can be made availableto meta rules. (An addition to the system's fundamental structure that mightbe considered is that of a truth maintenance system of some form; this wouldallow the recording of context on an automatic basis, but its impact on theability of the system to reason about itself remains to be investigated.)We can conclude this discussion by stating that dynamic models of theprogram as it is in operation and generated by the system in a form that canbe manipulated and reasoned about by rules is not impossible in the slightest.Precisely what should be included in such models (and we should not rule outthe possibility of maintaining several models) is a subject requiring considerablymore work. Nevertheless, we have, we hope, shown that it is at least in principlepossible to engage in dynamic modelling. The next question is: what use issuch modelling? We will address this when we have a more paci�c view of themodelling process.We have seen that a reective production rule system has a self model anduses that self model in its normal processing. The model consists of a set ofassertions held in working memory that describe the contents of the rules thatconstitute the program. These assertions can be augmented by other assertionsthat describe such things as inheritance hierarchies, class membership, applica-ble operations, and so on. This model is then used by rules at various levels inperforming many tasks, the most dramatic of which is self interpretation. Wehave also seen how the production rule architecture allows us to record controland context information as it is engaged in processing. This dynamic modellingcan be used for a variety of purposes, the most immediately clear of which isperformance improvement. Below, we will consider other ways in which suchdynamic self models can be exploited. Before moving on, it is important to notethat the dynamic models that we have discussed in this sub-section cannot beconstructed without the mechanisms required to implement the static modelsproduced by the pre-processor and the attendant classi�catory structure; nor,equally, can the dynamic models be interpreted by rules without such supple-mentary information. The two aspects of the modelling process are inseparable.Dynamic modelling is an aspect of ELEKTRA that we have not yet dis-cussed in public although it has been implicit in much of what we have writtenand thought over the years. Capturing information about a program in a formthat can be put to good e�ect by that same program as it continues to run isessential to the project of constructing self-modelling programs. So far, onlyELEKTRA has been shown to be capable of exploiting static and dynamicmodels to a great extent (the Blackboard Control Architecture can do it in16



principle, but lacks the speci�cation of inference mechanisms and cannot sup-port the kinds of distinction between object and meta levels that we require);EURISKO used representations that were restricted to the conduct of individ-ual rules and to the overall conduct of all rules in the system, an approach thatappears unable to make the kinds of �ne-grained distinctions that we require.In the next sub-section, we will consider how a hypertext system could beimplemented that contains and manipulates its own static self model and thatconstructs and maintains a dynamic model of itself.5 A Hypothetical Hypertext SystemThe purpose of this sub-section is to show that self-modelling can be adopted inother systems and that it brings bene�ts that actually matter to users. The factthat a system such as the one described below has not yet been constructedimplies that we cannot know of all the bene�ts that reection will actuallybring; we can, however, be con�dent of some. We tackle the introduction of aself model into the hypertext system in stages. First, we will consider what abasic hypertext system is. Next, we will extend it in a number of ways so that amodel is constructed. Next, we will show that what we have derived is, in fact,a static self model; we will describe what it can do in a priori terms. Then, wewill turn our attention to the dynamic model that should accompany the staticone; we will determine some of its properties and bene�ts also.A hypertext system is composed of the following components:� Pages, which can be text, graphics, images or Multi-media;� Links between pages (see below);� A history stack to record navigation.The basic idea is that pages contain information to be communicated to thereader, links connect pages, and the history stack records which pages the userhas visited in a session and can revisit by selecting them. Notice immediatelythat the history stack, as interpreted, for example, in most World-Wide Webbrowsers and existing hypertext systems records only the page that was visitedand not the link which took one there; by recording the link that was traversed,it is conceivable that valuable information will be retained for use by the system.The reason that links are not often stored is that most pages are related onlyby one link, so the link's identity, should it ever be needed, can be inferred byexamination of the source page.If we were to model this account of a hypertext system, we would have littleto bother with. Each page might be represented by an assertion and each linkmight be represented as an assertion containing two page references. If we socared, we might introduce type links between pages and assertions about theirtype; it will probably be the case in any real hypertext system that the vastmajority of the pages are multi-media pages, so we might assume this as adefault. This is clearly a highly static model; all the dynamism is contained inthe history stack which merely contains visited page names.17



We need to look carefully at the links that are present. We might dividethem into three categories:� Navigational links: they take use from one place to another. These linksinclude the up, next, home buttons with which we are all familiar. Thequit button would also be included in this category.� Organisational links which de�ne the relationship between a page and theencompassing context within which it occurs. For example, a documentmight be divided into sections, each of which has an introduction, a body,and a set of pages. An organisational link will relate any particular page toone of these structural components. We might also include such mattersas zoom and pan links; the former zoom in on some aspect of the currentpage, and pan does the opposite by panning to a more general context.We could also include links to indices and glossaries.� Buttons, or procedural links. These links are intended to do things (e.g.,cause a bit of animation to be displayed, some sound to be produced).The existence of these link types makes the representation a bit richer, butthey are still not very exciting! We can type the links emanating from a pageand, using the organisational links, we can start to represent the structure ofthe overall document. This information might be use to an interactive browserto display the text structure. We have, though, enriched the model of ourhypertext documents.We can now extend our network in three ways:1. Add attributes to pages.2. Add attributes to links.3. Add extra `objects' into the system.The intention is to introduce opportunities for adding information that is notalready present in links and pages. For example, a page can have an author,a revision number, a last update date, a history of pages that it supersedes;it might also have a role to play in the overall document structure which isrecorded in an attribute. A page might also refer to a summary of itself or to acollection of annotations for use by authors/maintainers. In a similar fashion,links are introduced by someone, the connection being made on a particular day,and as a consequence of some observation of structure or semantic signi�cance.The role of the additional objects will become clear below; meanwhile, let us becontent with observing that pages of all kinds, as well as links, can be regardedas objects of a particular kind|indeed, we might even want to regard them asbeing active in some fashion.With the introduction of attributes, we can record information about thecontent of pages. This might be expressed in terms of objects and relationships.The information about page content can refer to what is entirely contained within a page: a representation of what is on the page (and recall that pictures andanimated graphics might be there also, so there is, in principle, a relatively18



di�cult representational problem). There is also the sense of representing theway in which the text relates to the external context, that which is outside oro� the page; this might be represented, taking the form of inferential links toother pages.Links can now be further subdivided, because we have their role as representation-bearing items to take into account. We might, for example, want to assign linksthe following new categories:� Relational links. This class of link relates something in the conceptualcontent of a page to something in the representation of another page.� Inferential links. One page might contain something that implies or entailsthe content of another page.(Links of these kinds need not be stored in the page itself, but in an object thatis related to it.)If we permit ourselves to allow navigation using all link types, we can movefrom one page to another because they are in some relationship. Buttons cannow express relationships between pages as well as being there to make thingshappen. The history stack can now be augmented so that it records the re-lationships that have been exploited in traversing the network, as well as thepurely navigational links.The next addition is that of rules. We can add rules to make inferentialrelations more active. Moreover, because rules contain variables, it is possibleto use a single rule to cover many ground instances of conditions. Rules can beused to state navigational relationships, for example:if the user wants to go back, go to XThis opens up new perspectives for navigation even without the collectionsof relations that we will discuss in a moment or two.First, we must change the interpretation of buttons so that, instead of ac-tivating links, they cause assertions to be made. When assertions are made,they can be detected by rules. Rules can, of course, examine much more thanthe assertion that was made by pushing a button; in particular, they can in-spect the history stack and any other information that is to hand. This has theimmediate consequence that we can separate buttons from any a priori givenmeaning; we can, indeed, make the interpretation of buttons relative to a con-text (this would require re-labelling of the button when a new context has beeninferred and if the button's meaning is to change), the context being, in part,determined by the contents of the user's history stack. Thus, when a button ispressed, rules can be �red to interpret it in the current context. This permitsus, inter alia, to change what it means to go to the next page or to go back tothe start (we might want to do this in, for example, tutorial text, or when astart node has been specially set up for the particular reader). We can record allthe relevant information and thus make it available to the inference system, sointerpretation can still be made in a reliable (and, let us hope, sound) fashion.Rules can be applied to reason about the contents of pages so that, forexample, a set of next pages can be proposed and even predicted. Contextual19



information provided by an augmented history stack provides part of the inputto this reasoning. Rules are objects and have a content, so we can representthem in the system's memory, as well. Thus, at a particular page, we mightneed to determine which rules are most relevant to it; this can be done in amanner not too dissimilar from that performed by ELEKTRA. (The readershould note that we consider rules to be as much part of the self model as arethe assertions that represent its data.)What we are doing is to produce an underlying subject matter for the modelthat the system maintains of itself. The model is one description we are givingin addition to the display form. The additional structure can be used to providethe following, and in a dynamic fashion:� Provide views (some links might be forbidden, or might be dynamicallyreplaced);� Provide dynamic navigation (and this might be coupled to additionalcriteria such as pedagogical ones).� Constructing browsers.� Providing context-sensitive help.� Answering queries of many kinds. For example:{ Which pages mention relation r?{ Which pages mention an internal relation r?{ Which pages mention a relation r as a link?{ Which page mention concept k?{ Which pages mention all of the concepts fk1; : : : ; kng (or alterna-tively, which pages mention at least one of the concepts fk1; : : : ; kng?){ Which pages are related to page P ?{ Which rules are applicable to page P ?{ Which concepts are mentioned on page P ?{ Is concept k mentioned on page P ?{ Which pages are implied by page P ?{ Which pages are implied by the current page?{ How do I go from P1 to page P2?In addition to these queries, the system is now able to engage in behavioursthat previously would have required considerable coding e�ort. For example, itis now possible to have multiple versions of a page in the system at the sametime, the version actually seen by the user depending upon the attributes ofthe versions. Rules can be used to determine which version to use. Further-more, it is also possible now to engage in a kind of self-repair behaviour. Ifa page is withdrawn from the system (say for editing or revision), the normalhypertext model will simply raise an error and terminate (how many times has20



the reader had a 404 reply from a Web page request!) If the reective proposalis adopted, the fact that a page has been withdrawn is recorded in the systemand alternatives can be proposed; moreover, this behaviour is a natural conse-quence of the content of the system because, should the withdrawn page havebeen selected on the basis of its content, it is possible to arrange for there to berules that will suggest another, closely related page, should one exist; it is con-ceivable that a best-�rst search be performed when looking for pages, so therewill be alternatives available to any request (for very small hypertext systems,of course, there will never be enough pages to do this, but we are consideringsystems containing hundreds or even thousands of pages). It is also possible foran absent page to lead to a request for information from another site, be it asimilar hypertext site or a Web site. We can introduce a distributed elementinto the hypertext system and do it transparently, just as we can introduce anindex or a thesaurus.Furthermore, the introduction of new pages into the system should be some-what easier than for current (non-reective) hypertext systems. The reasonsfor this derive from the existence of the self model and the queries which itpermits. The writer of a new page can determine from the system which pagesare similar to the one being introduced and can determine which rules mightlead the user to reach the new page. The page needs to be annotated andadded to the type hierarchy, its content needs to be encoded, but the processof addition itself can be eased by the existence of the internal model. In orderto maximise the utility of the system, we have to represent much more than weinitially started with. In particular, we have to represent the buttons that areused to move from one place to another.Buttons are here to be construed in all their forms, from the up, back andquit buttons, to those which present the animation of some items, to thosebuttons which move based upon semantic criteria. The fact that a button hasbeen pressed is recorded in the user's history stack for subsequent processing.Reection adds considerably to the power of the hypertext system, permittingnew and dynamic kinds of navigation. A dynamic model is already constructedby hypertext systems in the form of the history stack which records the pagesof the pages the user has consulted. In an extended form of system, the his-tory stack must record more than this, for it must also contain references to theaspect of the content of pages that are most relevant to the traversal; in the sim-plest case, the button pressed in order to go to the next page must be recordedand, because buttons are objects that are represented like everything else in thesystem, information about the button can be accessed when processing focusesupon the button press.It might be argued that the representation we have proposed is additionalto the representation of the hypertext. We argue that there is no distinction be-cause we are describing a system in which text and other presentation items arejust types of constant symbol within a more general and richer representation.We are arguing that we can extract the conceptual content and represent(encode?) it in a form that is amenable to the reasoning we described above.We think of this in terms of the ELEKTRA model for the reason that it is themost familiar to us, and we can perform all of the above tasks in an ELEKTRA-21



based system. By adopting an approach based on the principles expounded inthe sub-section on ELEKTRA, we bring all of the power of ELEKTRA to bearupon the hypertext system; ELEKTRA becomes a framework within which torepresent hypertext concepts and to engage in reective reasoning.Above, we have emphasised the use of the self model. Even if we do notuse an underlying system as powerful as ELEKTRA, we still have a systemthat contains its own model because the system has a representation of its owncontent and structures (pages, links, buttons, history stack|the latter repre-senting itself, perhaps) which, as argued above, it can consult and modify itself.The consultation and modi�cation of the self model is driven by user interactionand the relationship between the self model and the system is, perhaps, ratherhard to discern at �rst.It is inevitable that one should ask what are the di�erence between theabove proposal and proposals such as Rada's Expertext [22]. Rada conceivesof expertext as a way of enriching hypertext and making navigation contextsensitive. Here, we have context-sensitive navigation, but we can also makepredictions about what the user will do in the future, and we can dynamicallyrecon�gure the system. For, example, the user might ask for all pages dealingwith a particular topic, or all pages written by a particular person. By means ofinferences made about the representation, e.g. inferences about transitivity ofrelations, about equivalence of concepts, the range of pages available to the usercan be altered. In our proposal, the system knows when something is missingor inadequate because its representation is lacking or de�cient; missing pagescan be detected with relative ease. In our proposal, we can take the models,both static and dynamic, and make inferences using their contents, and we canoperate on them in various ways. This ability is missing from the expertextproposal, and from all proposals of its kind (including those wanting to employ`intelligent' hypertext as a component in an `intelligent' database system). Animportant property of self models is that they form a context within and aboutwhich to engage in reasoning and other kinds of processing.6 CONCLUSIONSIn this paper, we have analysed the concept of a self-modelling program. Aself-modelling program is one that maintains and manipulates a model of itsstatic organisation and content and the dynamic organisation and derivationof results. We have indicated ways in which self-modelling programs can bean improvement over conventional ones. We then examined three existing self-modelling programs and presented an account of a hypertext system that makesand uses models of itself. We showed areas in which a self-modelling hypertextsystem would be an improvement over other proposals.We believe that self modelling is a powerful technique and that it providesimportant insights into the process of reection. We also believe that it shedslight on the fundamental processes of reection, doing so in a more balancedand natural light than tower reection, and with greater analytic depth thanmeta-object protocols. The exploitation of the techniques of self modelling22



will also, we believe, lead not only to more robust and `intelligent' programs,but also to new ways of construing the programming process and the role ofprograms.Operating systems such as Microsoft's Windows95 and many of the pro-grams that run under it show a new perspective on programming and programs.Programs, for Windows95, are document-handling objects that are integrated toa considerable extent with the environment provided by the operating system.A C++ program running under Windows95 can access many tools provided bythe system, and can make use of many classes that form the Foundation Classlibrary employed by the system itself. The construction of programs in thisenvironment is now something that is considerably more automated than manyprofessional programmers in other environments might think; it consists moreof pressing buttons and gluing components together. This is a very di�erentprocess from the one expected under Unix and in which everything must beconstructed from the bottom up; instead, there is a process of assembly whichrelies more upon knowing what services are provided than how to implementthem. The relationship between this kind of programming and self modelling isclear; models of components, subsystems, and so on, can be constructed and candirect the programmer or application builder in the assembly of components.Under this view, the nature of programming languages is something that mustbe called into question.We can expect, we believe, new attitudes, techniques and approaches todevelop from a systematic enquiry into self modelling that would otherwisenever have been conceived.References[1] Bakker, H., Object-oriented Modelling of Information Systems, PhD thesis,Department of Computer Science, Rijksuniversiteit Limburg, Maastricht,1995.[2] Bobrow, D. and Ste�k, M., The LOOPS Manual (Draft Edition), XeroxParc, Palo Alto, CA, 1983.[3] Braspenning, P. J., A Reexive Representation System for Objects,Proc. 1990 Summer Computer Simulation Conference, (eds. Svrcek, B.and McRae, J.), The Society for Computer Simulation, San Diego, CA,pp. 854-859, 1990.[4] Cannon, H. I., Flavors, A Non-hierarchical Approach to Object-OrientedProgramming, 1982.[5] Chiba, Shigeru, A metaobject protocol for C++, Proc. OOPSLA, pp. 285-299, 1995.[6] Steele, G. L., (ed.), Common Lisp: The Language, Digital Press, 1990.[7] Craig, I. D., The Formal Speci�cation of ELEKTRA, Research Report No.261, Department of Computer Science, University of Warwick, 1994.23
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